


Details:

country  - USA
Year        - 1975
Company - Conn
Model    - Rhapsody Organ Rhythm unit
Presets  - 22
sounds   - 10

Bass Drum, Snare, Hi Hat, open high hat, 
Tambourine, Cymbal ,Woodblock, 
Castanets, High Conga, Low Conga

also has six buttons to trigger some of 
the sounds manually.

This machine came out of a Conn Rhapsody 
console organ. Manufactured around 1975. 
It was turned into a stand alone drum 
machine by marc at:
 
www.ultraelectronicactive.com

The Conn has a lovely warm and full 
vintage organ sound... characterised by 
the famous noise generated cymbals,
analog generated wood block, bass drum 
and conga sounds.

Some crazy presets as well... Hawaiian, 
circus waltz and Dixieland to name a few.

A very rare find... and an interesting and 
useful analog Preset beat box.



Details:

country  - Japan
Year        - 1982
Company - Korg
Model     - KR-55B
Presets   - 96
sounds   - 10

Bass Drum, Snare, HH, Open HH, Cymbal, Tom 
Toms, Congas, Cow Bell , clave, Rim shot 

The Korg Rhythm 55B was Released in 1982... Three years after 
releasing the Rhythm 55. pretty fancy in it's day... and was 
used by Depeche Mode, Jean-Michel Jarre and trio... 
Has metallic sounding hats and cymbals. the sounds also 
have a clicky attack... This gave the Rhythm 55B quite a unique 
sound... Certainly gave roland a run for their money! 



The DRM16 was first produced in 1978. It was followed by 
the DRM15 and then the DRM32. They were made in New 
York in the good old US of a.
They all shared the same sounds and patterns.... but have 
a different number of patterns. The DRM16 has 16 etc...
The beats are very electro funky and the sounds are 70's 
analog but with a very original flavour...
Love the space drum and hand claps!
... and what a lovely box!  

Details:

country  - USA
Year       - 1978 (DRM16)
Company - Electro Harmonix
Model     - DRM 15, DRM 16, DRM32
sounds    - 8
Bass drum, Snare Drum, closed hi hat, 
Open Hi Hat, Conga, Wood block, Hand Clap, Cymbal 
and space drum.

The DRM15 has 15 patterns.
The DRM16 has 16 patterns.
The DRM32 has 32 patterns.



I don't know too much about this machine.... 
It was made by an Italian company...
First produced about 1980 I think...
it has Punchy electronic drums with a unique hard 
analog flavour... Some pretty funky patterns too... 
Ritmo is Italian for Rhythm by the way... 

Details:

country - Italy
Company - Eko
Model    - Ritmo12
Year       - 1980 ?
Patterns - 12 plus fills
Sounds   - 8

Bass drum, Snare, closed hi hat, Open Hi Hat, Clave, 
Hi Conga, Lo Conga, Cow bell



Details:

country  - USa
Company  - UniVox
Model     - Micro Rhythmer
Year       - 197o's ?
Patterns - 8
Sounds   - 5

Bass drum, Snare, HH, Open HH, Rim Shot

This cute little American beat box is pretty simple... but 
has a great solid analog sound.  Not many presets... but 
I do love the latin-hustle!

The Rim shot is also a favourite...

Amazing they could get an analog drum machine into such 
a small box!



Details:

country - Japan
Company  - Roland
Model     - Rhythm 330 (TR-330)
Year       - 1973
Patterns - 10 plus metronome
Sounds   - 8
Bass Drum, Snare, Hi Hat, Open Hi Hat, Rim shot, Clave, Hi 
Conga, Lo Conga, 

The Rhythm 330... Also known as the TR330... was 
released in 1973. The "TR" stands for transistor rhythm. 
The presets are great... get ready to rhumba! 
My personal favourite is the Mambo...
A very warm sounding analog box with a character 
roland has become famous for. Nice boomy kick and the 
congas have an unusually long decay.
... and you've got to love the wooden outer box... Retro!



Details:

country   - Germany
Company   - Hohner
Model      - Rhythm 80
Year        - 1980's  ?
Patterns  - 80 
Sounds    - 8

Bass Drum, Snare, HH, clave, High conga, low conga, 
cow bell, cymbal

The German made Hohner Rhythm 80K comes in it's own 
briefcase... a pretty boring looking drum machine but 
the unusual soft analog drum sounds make up for it!   



Details:

country  - USA
Company  - Olson
Model     - X-100
Year       - 1970's
Patterns - 9
Sounds   - 8

Bass Drum, Snare, HH, Cymbal, Clave, Conga, Maracas, 
Tom Tom

This is an American beat box... and that's about all I 
know about it... Love the slushy HH's... and the individual 
triggers are a nice feature.


